Gogo Connected Aircraft Services
®

Connected Aircraft Services
The power of a connected fleet

These benefits are made possible through the Gogo

Gogo Inflight Services, the Gogo FLEX Inflight System,

Connecting your crew and aircraft is important to your

Inflight Internet Portfolio.

Gogo Inflight Network and best-in-class Gogo Support.

business to maximize efficiencies across your operations.

This unique ecosystem goes beyond traditional

It’s a holistic approach to addressing the needs of airlines

connectivity to transform how passengers, flight crews

like improving customer satisfaction and competitive

and aircraft communicate with the ground—today and

advantage while reducing operational costs. And it’s only

tomorrow, too. The Gogo Inflight Internet Portfolio

delivered by Gogo, the inflight internet company.

Our eEnablement, data management, and operational
solutions enable your airline to access real-time
information, streamline processes, and generate new
revenue opportunities.

delivers a complete internet experience via

With Gogo Connected Aircraft Services, you have the
ability to leverage the existing Gogo technology onboard
to bring your aircraft operations online. This access
ultimately helps planes fly smarter and safer, crews
perform more effectively, and most importantly, airlines
save money.
Throughout this brochure, you’ll see how professionals in
flight operations, inflight services, tech operations, and

Inflight Experiences
Technologies that drive the passenger experience and deliver operational efficiencies.

aircraft systems benefit from each offering.

Connectivity

Entertainment

Connected Aircraft Services

The Gogo Inflight Internet Portfolio
delivers best-in-class inflight experiences
through powerful, integrated inflight
systems, aero networks, and support.
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Connected Aircraft
Services

eEnablement
Drive greater operational efficiency and empowerment by
delivering connectivity to crew devices and applications
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Connecting devices
eEnable pilot and flight attendant
devices to drive efficiencies

Key differentiators
› Secure connectivity for flight ops, inflight services, and
tech ops software

By connecting your airline crew devices and apps to the
inflight internet, you can drive operational efficiency,
enable better decision-making, and enhance customer
service across your fleet—from flight operations
to tech ops. Powered by the Gogo Inflight System,
eEnablement delivers new levels of operational efficiency
by enabling your pilot EFBs and crew devices.

AIRLINE BENEFITS

› Access domains exclusively for operational use with

dedicated, hidden WLANs and secure authentication

› Filter content by whitelisting or restricting access to
certain websites

Flight operations
Pilot EFB applications are enhanced e.g. graphical
weather
Inflight services
Inflight service operation and passenger
experience can be improved
Tech operations
Connected Electronic Logbooks (ELB) allow crews
to report maintenance issues inflight to reduce
turn time and delays
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Data Management
Access your aircraft data anywhere in real–time to drive
smoother, more efficient operations across your fleet
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Aircraft data
Improve decision making and
increase situational awareness by
leveraging real-time aircraft data

Key differentiators

Traditionally, airlines have used legacy avionics to gain

› Utilizes existing Gogo equipment on the plane, so no

access to aircraft data. Now, you can retrieve, analyze,
and leverage data with existing Gogo technology
for greater cost and operational efficiencies.
Our solutions allow airlines to send aircraft parameters
to ground-based servers over a secure, wireless
connection. Data can be sent during all phases of flight,
over the most cost-effective channel without boarding the
aircraft. With Gogo’s eEnablement service and our
onboard network, airlines can now do with software what
other suppliers have historically done with hardware.
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AIRLINE BENEFITS

› Real-time aircraft data access via embedded Aircraft
Interface Device functionality

additional hardware needs to be installed

› End-to-end solution includes: eEnablement service,

most cost-effective onboard computing, and high-speed
data links

Flight operations
Pilot EFB applications are enhanced e.g. graphical
weather
Inflight services
Inflight service operation and passenger
experience can be improved
Tech operations
Connected Electronic Logbooks (ELB) allow crews
to report maintenance issues inflight to reduce
turn time and delays

Wireless quick access recorder
Go from legacy avionics and sneaker
nets to real-time aircraft data
further enhancing flight safety

AIRLINE BENEFITS

Our wireless quick access recorder (wQAR) solution
acquires, records, and stores aircraft data (e.g.
ARINC bus) with ability to publish data wirelessly
for use in airline Flight Data Monitoring (FDM),
Flight Operations Quality Assurance (FOQA), or
Aircraft Health Monitoring (AHM) programs.
Key differentiators
› Configurable transmission capabilities

Flight operations
Flight safety departments can analyze FOQA
with real-time inputs to improve flight safety
Tech operations
Tech Ops can run FDM and AHM programs
with real-time inputs to monitor aircraft
health to improve flight safety

› Utilizes existing Gogo equipment on the plane,

so no additional hardware needs to be installed

› End-to-end solution includes: eEnablement service,

aircraft data solution, onboard storage, and high-speed
data links
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Location
Give pilots graphical awareness
with a real-time moving map
Regulators now support the use of own-ship

AIRLINE BENEFITS

information in aircraft applications and as a source
for supplemental location information. Our location
services enable real-time positional awareness
to any map-based application on an EFB.

Improved effectiveness of EFB apps with

Key differentiators

decision making

› Integrates with all pilot devices

Location services on taxi diagrams help

› Service available both inflight and for airport taxi
diagrams (applicable connections required)

› Utilizes existing Gogo equipment on the plane,

so no additional hardware needs to be installed

› End-to-end solution includes: eEnablement service,
aircraft data solution, and high-speed data links
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Flight operations
own-ship information empowering better

reduce runway incursions

Operational Solutions
Optimize aircraft operations for safer, more efficient flights and improved
passenger experience
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Automated turbulence reporting
Automatically generate and share
turbulence reports instantly

Key differentiators

AIRLINE BENEFITS

› Digital map view of aggregated real-time

Get real-time alerts from other pilots to avoid dangerous
and costly weather events. Automatically generate
measurements of weather events and share turbulence
reports to ground operations as they happen for
crowdsourcing and dissemination of digital weather
information. This solution also improves collaboration
between pilots, dispatch, and air traffic controllers for
flight path changes needed for weather avoidance.

turbulence information

› Most economically efficient datalink to transfer reports
from the aircraft to the ground

› Interfaces with popular automated turbulence reporting
formats

› Utilizes existing Gogo equipment on the plane,

so no additional hardware needs to be installed

› End-to-end solution includes: eEnablement service,

aircraft data solution, hosting of turbulence reporting
service, and high-speed data links

Flight operations
Pilots can reduce fuel consumption, automate
reporting, and drive safety improvements
Tech operations
Tech Ops can reduce unscheduled aircraft
downtime
Inflight services
Inflight injuries due to turbulence events can be
minimized
Aircraft systems
Eliminate dependency on legacy Aircraft Condition
Monitoring System

Over 1 TB of weather and turbulence data is sent over Gogo’s network every
month serving 25,000 cockpit devices on 4,000 flights daily.
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Flight optimization
Identify more efficient routes using
real-time data and traffic information
This solution provides actionable fuel- and timesaving opportunities. It leverages real-time aircraft
data inputs and traffic information from Gogo’s
aircraft data services and airborne software such
as NASA’s Traffic Aware Strategic Aircrew Request
(TASAR) and PACE’s Flight Profile Optimizer.

Key differentiators

AIRLINE BENEFITS

› Integrates with leading flight optimization applications

such as PACE Flight Profile Optimizer and NASA’s TASAR

› Utilizes existing Gogo equipment on the plane,

so no additional hardware needs to be installed

› End-to-end solution includes: eEnablement service,
aircraft data solution, hosting and integration, and
high-speed data links

More effiecient routing can save:
› 10,000+ gallons of fuel
›
›

20+ hours of flight time
$100,000 annually in approximate savings per
narrow-body aircraft

*Based on testing conducted by NASA with Alaska Airlines and
Virgin America. Figures shown have been calculated on a per
aircraft basis for narrow-body.
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AIRLINE BENEFITS

Flight operations
Pilots can improve route efficiency reducing fuel
consumption and drive A:0
Pilots can drive process efficiencies with data and
flight change logic with dispatch
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We’ve got you covered
Like our IFEC solutions, we offer Level 1, 2, and 3 tech support and maintenance with
our Connected Aircraft Services. We leverage a sophisticated system of security and
troubleshooting, including comprehensive bandwidth management, security software
and procedures, real-time monitoring, and customized reporting.
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Ensuring the smoothest performance possible, both on the ground and in the air

Around-the-clock network
management and monitoring
› Security provided with firewalls, access

controls, secure key authentication,
centralized login management, regular
security software updates, and system
security audits

› Continuous network monitoring and

triage through our Network Operations
Center

› Redundant data centers for

fail-safe information coverage

End-to-end testing and quality control

Certification and regulatory compliance

A dedicated team

› Lab-testing for all new products

› Gogo airborne server is certified on

› An in-house team dedicated to your

› Live and continuous testing performed
on commercial flights

every major aircraft platform provided
by Boeing, Airbus, and regional jet
providers

airline

› Available 24/7/365

› We maintain an active portfolio

of Supplemental Type Certificates and
Service Bulletins for many aircraft in
service today

› Regulatory compliance planning and

execution with our experienced team

› Design Assurance Level E
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CAinfo@gogoair.com
gogoair.com/CAS
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